The hazardous radiation of our new sun
—no place to hide!
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So it’s summer. In Arizona we expect it to get hot—110 or sometimes 120 degrees. We’re
prepared for the sun. But this sun is different. It was toward the end of June that I donned
sunglasses for the first time in my life. We’ve preached sunshine as a healer forever—no glasses
or contacts and for sure no sunglasses. There are a myriad of ways the sun interacts with the
human body to sustain life from setting the sleep-wake cycle (circadian rhythm) to interacting
with the oils on the skin to produce the real (as opposed to the synthetic pharmaceutical)
vitamin D for strong bones.1
But, not this sun with its arc-light intensity. No more golden glow; the brilliance of this bluewhite light is searing, even to Arizonans.
The coronal mass ejections (CME) that hit mid-June were found on SpaceWeather.com
No word from the NASA site or from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association. In
this country highways have buckled, train tracks kinked, trees along our roads turning
brown— dying. Half of the beautiful thick hedge outside the Center has died only where the
sun hit it. A call from a sun-worshipper in Florida said his cell phone placed in a chair
poolside had “fried”.
My concern is for the damage to the human system by the intense electromagnetic radiation
blasting the planet for the past few weeks now. The sun radiates energy of different wave
lengths—yellow sunlight has a longer wavelength (Ultra Violet A) than the blue light (Ultra
Violet B) from the sun we are experiencing right now.2
Despite the fact that we know it must ultimately end, the damage will be done and
unfortunately won’t be recognized as the root cause of much ill health by either the medical
community or by the alternative or natural practitioners.
Let’s look at what has in the past been termed “radiation sickness” and its ramifications—for
the sun is definitely showering the Planet with a new level of radiation.3
1. Sunburn to the skin more penetrating (and much redder) and much more quickly through
even heavy clouds, skin damage, cell mutation
2. Nervous system: nausea, listlessness, drowsiness, headaches, confusion, memory loss,
difficulty thinking, unsteadiness in walking, weakness, loss of positional sense
3. Gastrointestinal: nausea, diarrhea, dehydration/sensitized mucus membrane
4. Blood cells with subsequent malfunction of lymph nodes, spleen and bone marrow (anemia)
5. Eyes- retina damage with only peripheral sight left, “legally blind”
6. Depressed Vital Signs: respiration, blood pressure, heartbeat/pulse, core temperature

Prolonged or repeated exposure to even low doses of radiation whether natural or medical,
may not show up for years: cessation of menstrual periods, low libido and fertility, high
blood pressure and lack of muscle tone are listed as some of the long range effects.
Because we know that the sun is vital to our health, the mixed messages we are receiving
make for difficult choices. I, for one, am wearing my UV protective sunglasses and definitely
not spending as much time outside this summer as I normally would. As a transplanted New
Yorker, I have soaked up as much Arizona sun as I could, given the time constraints of a 60hour workweek.
My secret to staying healthy is the ability to protect myself from not only this type of
electromagnetic radiation but the chaotic electric soup we are exposed to on a daily basis.
It’s the modern up-to-date tech-savvy world in which we live. No way to get around it, right?
Ah, but there is.
Search out a piece of therapeutic jewelry that deflects those harmful rays that so quickly
short circuit the body’s harmonic electric system and you’ll have solved half the problem.4
The other half is neutralizing the chaotic electric of electropollution absorbed at the cellular
level energetically whether it’s man-made or natural. The negative energy collected by the
cells can easily be released using the new bioenergetics energy medicine.5
Bioenergetics: The scientific study of the flow and transformation of energy in and
between living organisms and between living organisms and their environment.
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